h ωtωt = y φίt) , t = 1, , k ,
and, in fact, in row and column ω t , H is 0 off the main diagonal,
The inequality (2.2) is found in [3] .
Proof. To begin with we can assume that o) t = t, t = 1, , k, and h n <L ^ h kk . For, we can rearrange the main diagonal entries with a permutation similarity without affecting the eigenvalues. A trivial induction shows that for / strictly C r -concave, a f e C r , and 
) and in view of (2.10) it follows that
Setting μ~ι -v o eS k in (2.13) we have
We must also have equality in (2.8) which because of the strict C rconcavity implies that
In other words,
for some fixed r e G, a σ > 0 all σ eG. In view of (2.14)
The equality in (2.12) implies that
and thus where 0 < q ^ 1. We assert that for r > 1 or r = 1, g < 1, / ia strictly C r -concave. For 0 < θ < 1 consider
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In (2.19) we have used the monotonicity and C r -concavity of E\! r [4] , r > 1, and the strict concavity of t q y t ^ 0, for r = 1. When q < 1 the first inequality in (2.19) is strict unless x = y. If q = 1, r > 1, then the second inequality is strict unless x ~ y. In either event if (2.19 ) is equality then x ~ y so that / is indeed strictly C r -concave. Also, / is obviously strictly C r -monotone and (^-positive. We remark that if fewer than r of the h ωtωt are positive then the left side of (2.20) for x e C r . We assert that / is strictly C r -monotone, C-positive, and strictly C r -concave. The C r -positivity is obvious and the strict C rc oncavity is a result in [4] . To verify the strict C r -monotonicity we show that for xeC r
This will suffice since we are only interested in showing that Proof. First observe that if p of 7 X , , 7 k are positive then iϊ has at least n -k + p positive eigenvalues. Hence since H is positive semi-definite we know that at most n -(n -k -{-p) -k -p of the main diagonal elements can be 0. We conclude that any set of k main diagonal elements must contain at least p positive elements. It follows that both sides of (2.25) are defined. Also, if p = r we obtain the stated conditions for equality by applying Theorem 1.
We can derive an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 by replacing the matrix H by X*HX where X is any ^-square unitary matrix. The main diagonal entries of X*HX are (Hx jy x 3 ) , j -1, , n where .x 3 is the jth column of X. 
